
Fit. 7, ircdick, 	TI701 

2 /21/60 

Dear Miss Brunson, 

I lieve jst returned from a trip of several weeks and have quite a stac":t of meil, betides the things that normally keep me busy, so I must be brief. 

Your letters ot 2/6,10,14 arrived. 

I C811 add nothing on Tippit. 

The memo on 4alker is very interesting. I'm going to give a copy of it to one of Garrison's staff and one to a west-coast friend for him to try and follow your analysis. It has been to long since I looked at that mete;Ael. 

If eau when I hear from either, I'll let you know. 

I have en artist friend who is working on the Altgens pictures. lie 7:cao'Ns much less about the case than you, much less than Sprague. Would you care to prepare for him a memo on the Alterations you think were made in the picture and let him end his photograoher associates examine it: He has an original print 	the Iltgens shot. It you would, I'll forward it. lie is an imaginative man who sees things I did act. 

2.1,1de:rely, 

Harold 7,eisberg 
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109 WEST 12TH STREET 	PHONE 856-3223 
BAXTER SPRINGS, KANSAS 66713 

2-i-68 

Mr. •likeisberEk 

I have finished paper on "Walker" letter and 
will send you a copy. Will rail it tomorrow. 

Hrlaei is somethint I Intend to go into at greater 
length, but I wanted you to see a brief on it 
right away. Note that Couch's blood could not 
have been from the little piece of skull found 
on the south  curb. Couch saw a pool of blood. 

Mr. Geo. Thomson is not a nut: he is a fake, 
well financed. And among the things he has 
offered are a number which have turned out to 
be probable: silencered weapon, somethint happens 
int to officer on right trunk of car, Couch's 
blood. Was he also hired or created to kill 
a rumor that Tippit was substituted for someone 
in the motorcade? Washe in fact created to be 
there waiting with all these theories in a 
ridiculous and unbelievable form when time finally 
got there? I thinl- so. 

Tippit is pretty, with pouting lips, underslung 
nose, lont upper lip, deep inset in chin under the 
lips. -This speculation is for your eyes only. 
Its so far out I don't know as I want to be asso9 
ciated with it: Still -I will retain it as a 
possibility until it can be eliriw-ted or that 
somehow staged shooting of  Tippit otherwise 
explained. No pictures of Tippit. No autopsy 
information. Four bullets in the, body. Two or 
three heard by most witnesses. 14-as. "arkham's 
insistence that she talked to him for 20 mlnutes. 
And that small pool of blood beside the car: 
Kennedy also was instantly killed: he bled on the 
limos*Lne, Mrs. Kennedy, the stretcher, an0 even 
the clean sheets the body was wrapped in were 
bloodied. 	Tippit shed les than I fiia when iisz 

Rpri7 aboiuti  thls, chlef: 

	

ut 
foot Was cut, reach less. 	0  n  

70n can't keel) my 3:matIna is 
Lar 
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(AND A BIG RUNAROUT 

Jean Hill testified that as she crossed the street and went up the 
hill by the steps she thou ,lit she saw blood on the ground. It turned 
out to be Koolaid. An FBI interview says a red snow cone. Mrs. Fill 
was about 30 years old, a substitute school teacher and the notherrf 
two children. There Is no chance that she would mistake blood for 
Koolaid. Besides Koolaid will not retain its red color if spilled 
on either the grass or the walk. A red snow cone will retain its 
color only if it is riot melted and ice is not mistaken Jor/btlavX for 
blood except In metaphor. There is, however, every chance that she 
was bullied and confused into saying she was wrong. 

Mal Couch, Dallas TV newsreel caner an testified that he saw a 
pool of blood "on the sidewalk near the steps". He did not re-
tract that pool of blood nor was he encouraged to say it IMPS Koolaid. 
H owever, confusioa was introduced into his testimony In regard to 
the exact location. He is finally led to say that It was 60 to 75 
feet from tkitxfaM Elm Street and 15 feet from the west end of the 
TSBD. This would put it in a different place than Mrs. Hill's blood. 
There are two possibilities: Couch's testimony was misrepresented in 
the transcript; or whoever bled on the gro.nd near the steps where 
Mrs. Hill saw the blood then dragEed on over to the west corner of 
the TSBD and bled sonemore. Couch's pool of blood was 8 to 10 inches. 

Couch also says that a number of people were standing' around pointing 
at this blood. There were in fact a number of people who saw this 
blood; but if any of them were called to testify, they did not get 
to mention this blood. 

The blood then vanishes from the case. The Commission had no curi-
osity about It at all. I .do. 

READY'S RUN 

Jack Franzen who was standing near the President's car when the 
shots were fired said in an FBI interview that the agents in the 
follow up car unloaded and these plainsclothesmen ran up the knoll. 
Janes Altgens and Mrs. Gayle Newnan said that "secret service men" 
ran up the knoll with the officers. The point here is that both AltEens 
and Mrs. Newnan were referring to the moment right after the fatal hit 
to the President's head: one of the officers was Hargis, the other 
prolibly"Jackson". Altgens and Mrs. Newman were also in a position 
to tell who was a secret service aEent and who was a civilian standing 
around. Besides pictures show no men standing arcand in plain clothes 
who could have been mistaken for secret service men at that moment. 

Agent Ready admits he left the car but says it was to go to the 
President's car. Agent Roberts says he called Ready back and took 
him into the front seat of the car. Seth Kantor said the rumor that 
died hardest in Dallas was one started b: a postman Who claimed to 
be at the scene and saw a secret service an wounded and whisked 
back into the car and away. Photos show that the follow up car 
fell two or three car lengths behind the President's car right after 
the shots were fired. Marrion Baker said that when he stopped at 
the curb in front of the TSBD he saw a man leave the motorcade near 
the President's car, run to the curb and back to the car. (Might be 

Lem Johns but Johns wasn't near the linosine.) 
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I do not think Ready was wounded because he seems to be accounted for 
st Parkland. However, the rumor was also going around Parkland that 
a secret service ran was wounded. (Kantor) But Parkland had not 

received a wounded agent obviously. If Ready ran for the curb and 
stumbled, which is likely since Hill fumbled and stumbled around, and 
was then taken back into the follow up car, it could give rise to the 
rumor that he was wounded and "whisked away". 

The interesting thing about this rumor is that Kantor gives someone 
from Jaggars Chiles Stovall part of the credit for spreaCinr the 
rumor. I have long thought, because of the "Walker" letter, which 
denotes a time when Oswald had to be working for Jaggars-Chiles Stovall. 
and was yet engaging In some Mysterious activity, (which Jaggars must 
have covered at leant when they tuned over work reports that indtc ted 

Oswald was regularly enployed from Oct. 13 to April 6th) -I have 

long suspected that all is not right with that fIrm. Ofatein their 

employee thought so too. If Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall was interest(4 
in spreading a rumor that a secret service an was wounded (Kantor 
also says that the rumor incorporated that the secret service an 
was in on the plot to kill Kennedy), then it could only have been 
to explain that spot of blood which so many saw that day, and to 

scotch the rumor that it was Ant. the motorcycle officer who was 
wounded. 

You will recall that witnesses saw this officer tip over, fall off 
his cycle, etc. 

Bowers states that this officer rot back on his cycle and rode off 
"in a moment". I still think there is a chance he was wounded. Ithink 

he may have been seriously wounded. He might have ridden the cycle 

off. He might have bled internally. Someone else might have ridden 
the cycle off, while he dragged on up by the Texas building where 
Couch saw the blood (if in fact 'ouch didn't see it in the same place 
Jean Hill saw it. It now makes more sense that Mrs. hill and other 

witnesses were under the impression that the secret service fired 
back. Jean Hill says in one interview that she "thought she saw" 

the secret service fire Jack. 

This also accounts for the fourth shot so many heard after the 
fatal hit to the President's head. Take Emmet Hudson for instance. 
He was on the steps. He heard a shot after he hit the ground., he 
made that very clear. Yet the photos make it apparent that he did 
not hit the ground until several seconds after the headsmasher to the 
President. Holland also heard this fourth shot, Jean HIT] heard 
shots after the hit to the President's head. The interesting thing 

is that none of the secret service agents Remit hearing this fourth 
shot. (ATTEgns who would be susceptible to official suggestions did 
not admit hearing it. ) Witnesses on the overpass tend to have heard 
this fourth shot. Mrs. Newman thinks a shot may have been fired 
after they hit the ground causing then to fall back. They did not 
hit the ground, Newman makes clear, and Hargis, until the officers 
and secret service men ran in their direction, or up the knoll. They 
are still standing after the hit to the head. (A fourth shot hitting 
the President in a frame after 313, say 314 or 315, would not have 

been heard as this later shot.) 

In short it seems to me that the secret service in the person of 
Ready may have pone for the curb and fired a shot and hit the 

motorcycle officer. 
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Dear Mr. WeisberE: 

Here is a copy of the paper on the "Walker" letter. 

In rear to my rail& idea about Tippit, that this was stated because 
aye the man was already dead, I don't want to harp on that. However, 

I ail fine the two pictures of hi, Carlin Exhibits 1 and 2, and the 

officer portrait is a phony: the man's nose has been interfered with, 

for whatever reason. You can see that the face is shadowed above the 

riddle of the nose. The tip end of the nose is slissinn entirely and 

an effort has been rade to gtit hive this man a treat swollen hooked. 
nose. Now you can look at the portrait above in flowered shirt made 
in about 1952, and see that he does not have that kind of nose. In 

addition to this the picture below in uniform show that it has been 

cut out, or I think it does. That picture's faked somehow. I am 

sorry to be reduced to talkinn about noses but that's the kind of case 

this is. It may be that the uniform picture was messed with so that 

witnesses wouldn't recoEnize Tippit as an associate of Rully. But here 

is another of those instances where in order to check out a wIld 

theory I Eind that someone has tampered with just the wicatmxturstkxt 
evidence that would prove me right or wrong. If Tippit really had 
a biE fat hooked. nose, then I could drop this wild idea. Instead 

I fine that he has been given a biE fat hooked nose and that the 
only other picture of the an shows that he has an underslunE nose. 

This is very sloppy work on the picture in the uniform to rive this 
man a di+Terent nose. And the work is so sloppy that the end. of the 
nose is mis-inn entirely: that's nlain to see. I.sust handed it 
someone else and she saw it immediately (not my wild Idea, she just 

said where's the end of his nose?). 

Di4 you know that the Tilw:t ,..mian 	
e,s .h

women at 404 East 10th Street? I have resi 	ITirrit evid
ence in 

the past, of course, but I have never studied it systemslatically 

until lately., Virninia Davis (GH 454ff) was asked where the police 
car was parked and she sale that it was parked near the heiEt 
"I)etween the apnrtrent house where he lives in and the house next door." 

Ho wonder she was so terrified counsel 1sae to give her tree minutes 
of silence to come up with the story he wanted. The he in her 
statement refers bock to the nun man whom she was just talkinE about. 

This explains a lot of things which I won't Eo into now. And it opens 

up a whole can of =um wormA to me: fishing worms, though.-Anal no 
wonder Reynolds was shot: It was a wsraie to all the neiEhbors. 

There is also the fact that Henry Wade sai- the shooting occurred 
as the :unman left his roomino house, then he said a couple of 

blocks away and kinally it was a rile. An'' it explains why the 
nolice put out the story that the cop was shot in the Texas theatre, 
both UPI and Chicano Tribune press Service carried this story all 

day Friday.. It looks to me like they had a body and they didn't 

know where the hell to put it. -However, I reserve judement. I 

know there is a lot I don t know about the Tippit shootinE. Whatever 

you can tell re I will appreciate. And I understand if you can't. 

Beverly Brunson 
Box 296 
Baxter Sprints, Kansas -713 
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THE "WALKER" LETTER 	Baxter Springs, 

Kansas 66715 

The first step in unravelling the mystery of the undated letter 
is to divide it into two parts. Paragraphs 1,3,4,5,10, 11, and to 
a lesser extent 6,7, and 8, offer information as to the date on 
which the letter was written. Paragraphs 2,6,9,10, and 11 offer 
information as to the nature of the adventure in which Oswald ex-
pected to engage, and which occasioned the writing of the letter. 

DATING THE LETTER 

Paragraph 1.  "This is the key to the mailbox which is located in the 
main post office in the city on Ervay Street. This is the same street 
where the drugstore, in which you always waited is located. You will 
find the mailbox in the post office which is located 4 blocks fromthe 
drugstore on that street. I paid for the box last month so don't 
worry about it." 

The last sentence of the paragraph limits the possible dates of the 
letter to three: Novewber, 1962, January 1963 when the Oswalde lived 
at 604 Elebeth Street in Dallas, and April, 1965, when they lived at 
214 West Neely Street in Dallas. Oswald, paid for post office box 
#2915 at the Dallas main post office on October 9, 1965 (Holmes H7,295). 
He paid rent on the box in December, 1962, and in March, 1963 (WR661). 

(Post office boxes #6225 which Oswald purchased at the Dallas Terminal 
Annex post office on November 1, 1965, and #50061 which he purchased 
in June, 1963, in New Orleans are eliminated by Oswald's referencein 
the first sentence to "the main post office on Ervay Street".) 

The first, second and third sentences of this paragraph denote a time 
When Marina Oswald did not have a key to Oswald's mailbox, did not know 
in which post office it was, and did not even know the location of the 
main post office in Dallas. By January, 1963, Marina by her own 
testimony was using the post office box for her personal mail. She 
testified that she sent a letter to a boyfriend in Russia and that the 
letter was returned to Oswald's post office box for insuffielent post-
age since, unknown to her, postal rates had gone up one cent. Postal 
rates on first class mail raised one cent in early January 1965. 

Marina offers the further information that when Oswald found this re-
turned letter in the post office box he brought it home and read it 
to her and was very angry. We must assume that since Marina used the 
post office box as a return address she had some hope of retrieving a 
possible answer from the Russian boyfriend without Oslo/rails knowlege, 
that in fact she had a key to the box and might have gone to it durilig 
the day when Oswald was at work. 

A further suggestion that the dates of April and January 1963 may be 
eliminated as possible dates for this letter is that the main post 
office in a city is one of the first landmarks noted by a stranger. 
By April 1963 Marina had lived in Dallas for five months. She had 
lived there for two months by January 1965. She was therefore no 
stranger to the city and S.houlit have known where the main post office 
was. 

Paragraph 1 of this letter almost certainly eliminates Apri1,1965, as 
a possible date; and it makes a date of January,1963,doubtful. 
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Paralrasoh 5."I paid the house rent on the 2nd so don't worry about it." 

This sentence could fit any of the three possible dates since Oswald 
paid the rent on the Elsieth Street apartment for the first time on 
Noveober 3, 1962 (1011257), which would cause it to fall due on January 
2nd or 15rd, 1963. Rent was due on the Neely Street apartment on either 
April 3 or 2nd end Oswald paid it on one of those two dates. (W1172). 

Thus, though the Commission pretends (tit 172) that this sentence 
indicates a date of April, 1963, it really throws it wide opens either 
of the other dates are possible too. 

Paraeraiih #4. "Recently I also paid for water and gas." 

This sentence eliminates a date of April, 1963, accordinc to evidenoe 
in the Commission's own files. Oswald never paid a as bill on the 
Neely Streetapartment. 

FBI agents Will Hayden Griffin and Jambe C. Kennedy signed a report 
dated Deeember 5, 1963, in which they state that they have been advised 
by the Lone Star Gas Company that sae service wan turned on at 214 
West Neely on receipt of a request made by Lee H. nswald. The agents 
further states 

"On this!: date service waF conneoted, Mrch 4, 1963, a letter 
was addressed to L60 7. Oswald, 214 Te:?t Neely Stret, requesting 
a deposit of 0l0.00. This 010.00 depoeit lime received by the 
Lone Star Gas Company on March 0, 1963, and credited under deposit 
No. B91455. 

"No payments were ever made by Oswalii following his postine of 
this $10.00 deposit." (CE 1153, 221E112) 

Oswald did pay a water bill of $2.97 on about April 4, 1965. (Bane 
refertnoe.) However, Marina Oswald testified that they did not pay a 
water bill at the Elsieth Street apartment which, if true, would 
also eliminate the dates of November, 1962, and January, 1963. (11(U) 
It might be well to keep in mind that farina may have been encouraged 
to volunteer this information in order to prevent an identification 
of the undated letter with the Rlsbeth Street apartment Mild a time 
prior to the Walker incident. 

Ppruraph 5. "The money from work will possibly be coning. The money 
will be sent to our post office box. (o to the bank and cash the check." 

The word "possibly" 'suggests doubt, a time when Oswald had quit or 
been fired from a job and wards: doubt as to whether he would receive 
his final pay. Oswald was allegedly fired from his job at Jaggera-
Chiles-Stovall on April 6, 1963 end his final check from the firm 
was issued on April 10 and paid on April 12. Oswald, however, could 
have been in no doubt that he would receive his pay for work that he 
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It is impossible, however, to assign this paragraph to the other 
two possible dates. On neither of thew wan Oswald out of work or 
in doubt about receiving his pay. According to the records of Jaggars-
Chilea-atovall, he was regularly employea an regulerly received his 
pay. (22H, 278-290). 

(This paragraph actually points to a fourth date for the letter. Drill 
discuss that point later.) 

Paraeraphs  

"G. You can either throw out or give my clothing, etc.,away. 
ao not keep these. However, I prefer that you hold on to 
my personal papers (military,civilpetc.). 

"7. Certain of my documents are in the small blue valise. 

"8. The address book can be found. on my table in the study should 
need same." 

These three paragrapaae strongly indicate that Oswald was not at the 
apartment in question when he wrote this letter, that he was in fact 
not seatei at his "table in the study". Had he been, he would most 
likely have put the vaaress book with the key and the letter. And 
he would probably also have sorted out the malitary ani civil papers 
from the small blue valise ne left then for Marina. 

Taken together these three paragraphs indicate a date when Oswald 
and Martha were separated, When Merine was at the apertment in question 
and MscAmstxmmx Oswald was elsewhere. They sweet that the letter was 
in fact mailed. toher. This speculation is strengthened a? the fact 
that Oswald nowhere in the letter mentions the numaer of the poet office 
box, suaaestane that he had put it on the envelope as a return address. 

There is, however, no evidence that Oswald and Marina were separated 
in January or April 193. They were separated in November 1962, sep-
arated in fact off and on from *p Oetoier 9, 1062 to about Nov. 17, 
1942. 

These paraerphs sees to eliminate all three dates: April 1965, January 
1963 and November 1962: I will sue eat a fourth possible date, at a 
later pota. 

Paragraph 10.  "T left you as such money as I could, $60 on the second 
of the month. You and the baby can live for another two months using 
$10.00 per week." 
The first sentence of this paragraph lends itself to no other in-
terpretation than that Oswald and Marina were separated at the time 
it was written. Paraphrased, it means quite simply., "When I sew you 
last on the second of the month, I left you $60.00." 

In so far as can be ascertained frogs the evidence the Oswalis were 
not separated in January or early April 1963. The only one of the 
three possible dates to *bith this paragraph could be assigned is 
November 1962, or an alternate fourt date which will is suggested later. 
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Paragranh 11. "If I au alive and taken prisoner, the city jail is 
located at the end of the bridge through which we always passed on 
going to the city (right in the lleginning of the city after crossing 
the bridge)." 

Since it is the county jail rather than the city jail which is located 
at the end of the bridae or viaduct leading to downtown Dallas, this 
paragraph suggests a time when Oswald himself was unfaailiar with 
Dallas. In January 1963 Oswald had lived and worked in Dallas almost 
three months. By Apbil 1963 he had lived and worked there for more 
than five months. 

November 1962, or earlier, is the most probable date for this paragraph. 

CONCLUSIONS.: 

Paragraphs 1 and 11 suggest a tie when both Oswald and Marina were 
unfamiliar with Dallas. This indicates Nov. 1262. Paragraph #4 
eliainates April 1965. Paragraphs 6,7,8, and 10 specify a time When 
the Oswald's were separated. They are not known to have been separated 
in January or early April 120. They are known to have been separated 
in November 1962, and earlier. 

November 1962 would seem far and away the most likely date for this 
letter of the three possible dates. But there is enoumh• doubt ease 
on the November date by internal evidence of the letter to make *e 
suggest a fourth date, which I will do later. 

DETEREINING TFL AnTnTURE  

Paragraphs 249,6,10, and 11.  

"2. Schi the information ss to what has happened to me to the 
Embassy and include newspaper clippings (should there be any-
thing about me in the newspapers). I believe the Embassy will 
quickly cone to your assistance on learning; everything. 

9. We have friends here. The Red Cross also will help you. 

"6. You can either throw out or give ay clothing, etc., away. Do not 
Keep these... 

"10. ...You and the baby can live for another two maths using 010.00 
per week. 

"11. If I any alive and taken prisoner..." 

Paragraph 2 notes thrt the adventure if it cones off will be newsworthy. 
The Russian LNbassy would. jump "quickly" to Marines aid. Thus we may 
assume that the adventure will have an international flavor not dis-
pleasing to the Iussians. 

Paragraph 9 In Its reference to the Red Cross also connotes an adventure 
with an international nspect, since it would almoA certainly be the 



alternative, death or imprisonment 
a. The adventure is therefore both 
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International Red Cross which Oswald tefera his Russian wife to. 

Paragraphs 6 and 10 suggest that Oswalt plans to be gone for some 
time. He will not need his clothes and he ewiisions that friends, 
the rabassy, the Red Cross will have to come to the aid of his 
wife and child when her money runs out. While Oswald suggests 
in the last paragraph that he Kay We killed or jailed, he does 
not expect to be jailed since in that cave he would neea 10s clothes. 

Parasraph 11. This offers 
in the event the adventure 
Illasal an danaerous. 

CONCLFSIO7V4 

The adventure described woald seem to be some sort of spectacular 
defection. Marina testified that it was in New Orleans that Oswald 
concocted a scheme to hijack an airplane. He may have had a mintier 
scheme in Dallas. Or Marina, since she displaced this undated letter 
forward to the date of the Walker incident may heve also displaced the 
New Orleans hijack scheme forward 	ter rd- 	tine from November 1942. 
I would, suspect some activity in regard to the fall missile crisis. 

A FOUnTH POS§Ii3LE ISSTE FOR THE LETTLR October, 1962. 

In site of the fact that Oswald's statement that he pais. the Sox 
rent "last month" roula seers to el'. tlate October 1962 as a date for 
the letter, the rest of the letter suggests this date so strongly 
that I want to present the evidence on it. (On the chance that 
Oswald, not entirely at home in the Russian la uase may have in-
adverteatIss written "last no: th" saaen he meant last week" or some 
other tisie.) 

Farearabh 1 and 11 susgest a period. when Oswald and Marina were 
unfamiliar with Dallas and Marina 80 unfamiliar with the city that 
she 4id not evea know whese the main post office was locate.. It 
sussest a tiae Before Melina started nsina the post office box. 
:'since Oswald purchased the box on October 9, we might assume that 
this letter was written right after that time and that Marina then 
started using it and the key which was sent her with the letter. 
We know fro the eaisoie or the letter to the Russaan boyfriend 
taat she wets using the box tn January 19q3. 

Oswald worked at Leslie Welding Co. in Fort Worth through Monday 
October 3, 1962. He did not show up for work the next day and 
ins-Seal suddenly appears d in Dsilas where he rented post office box 
#2915. It is uncertain where Oswald lived during all' of this time. 
He was registered at the YWCA from the 15th to the 19th. none of 
this tlme wis spent st the Gary Tsylors at 3519 Fairmount, which 
address Oswald used in cashing his first tww paychecks from Jassars 
Chiles ntovall* 

Fsmagraph v with its reference to Oswald's hevins paid the house 
rent on the 2nd could refer to the rent on the Mercedes 'Street 
apartment which was overdue on the weekend of Sept. 29 or 30th 
(ra in) or the weekend of October S an4 7, 1962. This would 
exslain Oswnles et:nolition, "so Son't worry about it". 
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Paratreph 4 eliminate April 1963 as n ilate for the letter, since 
Oswald never pail a as bill on Neel:,  Street according to the 
Commissionle own files. However, Marina's statement that "water 
was free" on Elsbeth Street also ellednates the sates of January 
196 and November 1962 when their lived on Elsbeth Street. If true 
Marine's statement mens that tY.s letter c,7;c,,1 	hnv teen 
written after the rove from the Mercedes treet apartment in Port 
Voila. The late of the letter would then be October 1962. 

Peregraeh 5 seems to belong to October 1062 to the exclusion of 
any other date; The Warren Report itself states: 

"Oswald worked at the Leslie Welding Co. on Monta-;, October 
0-but failed to appear on the following late. He was already in 
DoIllas. He falsely told his wife that he had been discharged and told 
George Bouhe that them041$ been a temporary one. Sometime later 
the company received 	e,- from him statnt that he had"moved 
permanently to Dallas", and skin that the wages due hie be forwaraet 
to him at llox 3915 in Dallas." tit 639) 

If this paratra-Lph of the undated letter does in fact refer to Opwald's 
last check from Leslie Welding, it would explain the doubt Oswald 
expresses as to whether the or from work will cone. It would. also 
mean that the letter falsarattri'ented bf the Commission to the Walker 
incident wit!: e. iete of e7rly April 3_953 wa9 vcAually written 
Osvmlt paid for the 13,r. on netlleq. 9, 19.2, ^rid Jcfore he rr,ceivet 
his c},elk from Leslie Welting. The cheek from Leslie Welding was 

paid. through the 'Int* on October 25, 1962. (22H277). This 
was a short check. That OSTIMI anf,, not Marina cashed. it %Lay have 
meant that the veventure dit it c2me off p.s expecte4. 



Mr. reielner6: 

I have found a place to look for tT..e.  .,otorcycle officer on the 

knoll. Or rather Penn Jones long; au) pointed out one eut I 

ilso.i it, ray)pe you have too. Jones mays that one of the Nix 

or liuchmore frarees, he inn't sure which, in "Four Days"  shows 

the white.  helret any e_ortlem of a rotorcycle officer at the 

corner of the wooden fence aleout 15 feet frog where the " jeep"  

was at one tire thought to 'em. Jones thike the man ie lomhind 

the fence, aparently llecaume the rest of his cycle doesn't 

aepeer. I wo 16 7,Uer4P that this would des a case where the 

helreet end foe,frlfn of the officer who rode h'n cycle up the 

knoll were left in v, hile the cycle was pal_nted out. 

I don't have a copy of "Four Drys"  And can't find one. 

I wrote you mome time ato that I thought this officer - fenpainted 

off the ride of the limoeine In the vicinity of Z255, which 

correeionce to 1.1t-;ens' 	 Z193 shows tile inside rider 

is inside the sale traffic lent as the Pre-D3 ent's car and -eovin 

rteai 	up. Willis #5 shows hip: still ovine up. At that rate 
he would lee where he appeere in Alt wens ri_ht next to the CPI and 

far enoeLh up on it to have to look 'lack or moyere to the left to 

see thee; Prer";:ent. Thcleaefter he falls 'eack. Thur In 7.,'255 

ourht to 110-  picture(' el n,-,einet the trunk of the lleioefle, 

Zenru.:el' couldn't have s'rot over hi e: mince he (i'n't shoot over 

the erre are: heed of the wavint' Nan who dieeppeerm in 7.243. 7eis 

officer would appear in any picture aleove the wev:'_n, 	tin. Ane3 ht- 
cen't lee too far in the rear for Zapruier to he - re ceu,-,ht hin in 

the picture mince he has her' to turn his he,c' to look lack at 

the President. He is next to the car arc. up on it. Yet he does 

not appear in 2255 at all, and I think pos 	this in a paint jo'e. 

T'fis wou1.3 explain all the )lue peint. And it would explain the 

sudeen eeee':tien of reflections on the leo,,3: of the lielosine after 

the wavint an dieappeErs. Up until then this officer hai reflectec 

loriLhtly on the trunk of the linoeine. Other reflection?. show too. 

Suddenly no uore reflections. 

Deverly Drunmon 
30x 29i 
3axter Sprinvo, Keneen 
q;‘,3713 


